This Week in The Journal

Journal Club

14165 **Jnk1 Activity is Indispensable for Appropriate Cortical Interneuron Migration in the Developing Cerebral Cortex**
J. Jacob Riches and Kathryn Reynolds

14167 **Decoding the Role of the Angular Gyrus in the Subjective Experience of Recollection**
Alexandra Trelle

Brief Communications

14318 **Oscillatory Neuronal Activity Reflects Lexical-Semantic Feature Integration within and across Sensory Modalities in Distributed Cortical Networks**
Markus J. van Ackeren, Till R. Schneider, Kathrin Müsch, and Shirley-Ann Rueschemeyer

14324 **Magnetoencephalography of Epilepsy with a Microfabricated Atomic Magnetrode**
Orang Alem, Alex M. Benison, Daniel S. Barth, John Kitching, and Svenja Knappe

Articles

CELLULAR/MOLECULAR

14181 **Perimenstrual-Like Hormonal Regulation of Extrasynaptic GABA₆-Containing GABAA Receptors Mediating Tonic Inhibition and Neurosteroid Sensitivity**
Chase Matthew Carver, Xin Wu, Omkaram Gangisetty, and Doodipala Samba Reddy

14210 **Regulation of Presynaptic Ca²⁺, Synaptic Plasticity and Contextual Fear Conditioning by a N-terminal β-Amyloid Fragment**
James L.M. Lawrence, Mei Tong, Naghum Alfulaij, Tessi Sherrin, Mark Contarino, Michael M. White, Frederick P. Bellinger, Cedomir Todorovic, and Robert A. Nichols

14243 **Effects of HIV-1 Tat on Enteric Neuropathogenesis**

14375 **PGC-1α Provides a Transcriptional Framework for Synchronous Neurotransmitter Release from Parvalbumin-Positive Interneurons**
Elizabeth K. Lucas, Sarah E. Dougherty, Laura J. McMeekin, Courtney S. Reid, Lynn E. Dobrunz, Andrew B. West, John J. Hablitz, and Rita M. Cowell

14463 **Mechanisms Underlying Desynchronization of Cholinergic-Evoked Thalamic Network Activity**
Juan Diego Pita-Almenar, Dinghui Yu, Hui-Chen Lu, and Michael Beierlein
| 14288 | Detecting Pairwise Correlations in Spike Trains: An Objective Comparison of Methods and Application to the Study of Retinal Waves | Catherine S. Cutts and Stephen J. Eglen |
| 14403 | Repressing Notch Signaling and Expressing TNFα Are Sufficient to Mimic Retinal Regeneration by Inducing Müller Gial Proliferation to Generate Committed Progenitor Cells | Clay Conner, Kristin M. Ackerman, Manuela Lahne, Joshua S. Hobgood, and David R. Hyde |
| 14420 | Does Trans-Spinal Direct Current Stimulation Alter Phrenic Motoneurons and Respiratory Neuromechanical Outputs in Humans? A Double-Blind, Sham-Controlled, Randomized, Crossover Study | Marie-Cécile Niérot, Thomas Similowski, and Jean-Charles Lamy |
| 14430 | Adult Neurogenesis Restores Dopaminergic Neuronal Loss in the Olfactory Bulb | Françoise Lazarini, Marie-Madeleine Gabellec, Carine Moigneu, Fabrice de Chaumont, Jean-Christophe Olivo-Marín, and Pierre-Marie Lledo |

| 14170 | Gravity Influences the Visual Representation of Object Tilt in Parietal Cortex | Ari Rosenberg and Dora E. Angelaki |
| 14198 | Endogenous Cholinergic Input to the Pontine REM Sleep Generator Is Not Required for REM Sleep to Occur | Kevin P. Grace, Lindsay E. Vanstone, and Richard L. Horner |
| 14272 | Short-Term Depression, Temporal Summation, and Onset Inhibition Shape Interval Tuning in Midbrain Neurons | Christa A. Baker and Bruce A. Carlson |
| 14365 | Amygdala Inputs to the Prefrontal Cortex Elicit Heterosynaptic Suppression of Hippocampal Inputs | Hugo A. Tejeda and Patricio O’Donnell |
| 14388 | A Contrast and Surface Code Explains Complex Responses to Black and White Stimuli in V1 | Guy Zurawel, Inbal Ayzenshtat, Shay Zweig, Robert Shapley, and Hamutal Slovin |

| 14233 | Medial Temporal Lobe Coding of Item and Spatial Information during Relational Binding in Working Memory | Laura A. Libby, Deborah E. Hannula, and Charan Ranganath |
| 14338 | The Importance of Premotor Cortex for Supporting Speech Production after Left Capsular-Putaminal Damage | Mohamed L. Sehier, Juliana Bagdasaryan, Dorit E. Jung, and Cathy J. Price |
| 14349 | Dopamine Invigorates Reward Seeking by Promoting Cue-Evoked Excitation in the Nucleus Accumbens | Johann du Hoffmann and Saleem M. Nicola |
| 14443 | In the Blink of an Eye: Relating Positive-Feedback Sensitivity to Striatal Dopamine D2-Like Receptors through Blink Rate | Stephanie M. Groman, Alex S. James, Emanuele Seu, Steven Tran, Taylor A. Clark, Sandra N. Harpster, Maverick Crawford, Joanna Lee Burtner, Karen Feiler, Robert H. Roth, John D. Elsworth, Edythe D. London, and James David Jentsch |
NEUROBIOLOGY OF DISEASE

14219  **Urokinase-Type Plasminogen Activator Promotes Dendritic Spine Recovery and Improves Neurological Outcome Following Ischemic Stroke**  
Fang Wu, Marcela Catano, Ramiro Echeverry, Enrique Torre, Woldeab B. Haile, Jie An, Changhua Chen, Lihong Cheng, Andrew Nicholson, Frank C. Tong, Jaekeun Park, and Manuel Yepes

14252  **Sex and Disease-Related Alterations of Anterior Insula Functional Connectivity in Chronic Abdominal Pain**  

14260  **Cognitive Deterioration and Functional Compensation in ALS Measured with fMRI Using an Inhibitory Task**  
Kelsey Witiuk, Juan Fernandez-Ruiz, Ryan McKee, Nadia Alahyane, Brian C. Coe, Michel Melanson, and Douglas P. Munoz

14304  **Loss of Mitochondrial Fission Depletes Axonal Mitochondria in Midbrain Dopamine Neurons**  

14328  **Hydroxamic Acid-Based Histone Deacetylase (HDAC) Inhibitors Can Mediate Neuroprotection Independent of HDAC Inhibition**  
Sama F. Sleiman, David E. Olson, Megan W. Bourassa, Saravanan S. Karuppagounder, Yan-Ling Zhang, Jennifer Gale, Florence F. Wagner, Manuela Basso, Giovanni Coppola, John T. Pinto, Edward B. Holson, and Rajiv R. Ratan

14484  **Inhibiting ACAT1/SOAT1 in Microglia Stimulates Autophagy-Mediated Lysosomal Proteolysis and Increases Aβ1–42 Clearance**  
Yohei Shibuya, Catherine C.Y. Chang, Li-Hao Huang, Elena Y. Bryleva, and Ta-Yuan Chang
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